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COMMENTS: Aggeliki did a great job. She pland each meeting, day very, very well. We visited a lot of spots and meet 

interesting People!! Thank you very much, it was pleasure

We had an amazing time❤
Yes, it was well planned and organized.



COMMENTS: I think we needed more time and space for some parts of training, mainly the specific ones like 

how to record video.

Yes. We have enough time for all activities.



COMMENTS: Next time more activities that will really encourage students to do it - practice workshops

Yes. We had opportunities to practice all we learn in training courses.



COMMENTS: Everyone were amazing

All trainers know very well How to explain.



COMMENTS: Yes. We had supervized the interviews.



COMMENTS: Yes. We famillized with new tips of entrepreneurs.





COMMENTS: 

Yes, that was probably the best part. Really interesting

We made one big team.



COMMENTS: It would be great to have here teenagers from all partner countries





Q11 Please provide comments supporting your answers to questions above. Are there any additional 
comments or suggestions you would like to make regarding the BELIKEYOU Toolkit on Entrepreneurial 
Storytelling ? Anything missing or that could have been adjusted ?17 replies

I really liked this program and I'm so happy that i had the opportunity to be part of this experience

Belikeyou toolkit is very interesting way to learn teenagers enterpreneurship educational throu 

developing of new media/digital skills

I think that the BeLikeYou toolkit for entrepreneurial storytelling has been completed and the goals have 

been achieved.

It was a great experience, all the teachers were helpful and I enjoyed working with the other students, 

the toolkit is perfect!
It was all ok

Everything was amazing and I have no complaints

No

No everything was really nice

Thank you for this training!



Q11 Please provide comments supporting your answers to questions above. Are there any additional comments or 
suggestions you would like to make regarding the BELIKEYOU Toolkit on Entrepreneurial Storytelling ? Anything 
missing or that could have been adjusted ?17 risposte

In my opinion the BeLikeYou Toolkit on Entrepreneurial Storytelling has reach its objectives

I think we should have had more time for our activities.

nothing needs to be adjusted, everything is perfect as it is

everything was wonderful and the atmosphere was great. I have developed my abilities, I have learned many 

new things and I am glad that I had the opportunity to meet new people. the set on the entrepreneurial story 

was complete, nothing was missing

Everything was wonderful, we met new and special people, the atmosphere was welcoming, we mobilized 

and together with a wonderful team we did this brilliant training. The activities were wonderful and the 

interviews went well.

Everything it was perfect

Everything fits the expected results


